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Instructions for Seal Installation (Arrowhead Type)
Thank you for purchasing a door seal from Seal Change.
When you receive the door seal/s, lay them out flat for a day or
overnight. This will remove any kinks. Check that the seal/s is the
correct size by sizing it up against the door/s.
Completely remove the old seal from the door & give the surrounds a
good clean.
Begin to fit the new seals arrowhead into the groove beginning at a top
corner fitting the seal about one third of the way across then moving to
the opposite corner and doing the same. At all times ensuring the seal is
evenly distributed along the sides.
Continue to do the same on the left and then right sides & bottom.
Check the seal is evenly distributed then ensure the arrowhead is fully
inserted into the groove all the way round.
Smear some lubricants like Vaseline onto the hinge side of the seal,
especially at the corners and shut the door. If the door closes smoothly
but leaves gaps between the seal & the door frame you will need to rub
the seal to warm & extend it.
If there are still gaps, you can heat the door seal with a hair dryer. This
will soften the door seal and make it more pliable. Ensure the magnet
fits tightly against the frame on all sides. Once you are satisfied that the
seal is fitted correctly leave the door/s shut for around 2 hours to allow
the seal to “take shape”.
If you have water leaking inside your fridge this may not be fixed by
simply replacing the door seals. You may need to clear the drain inside
your fridge as the continuing leaking water will damage your new seals
also.

